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Abstract

The last decade has seen the emergence of new theoretical frameworks to explain pathological fatigue, a much neglected, yet highly significant symptom across a wide range of diseases. While the new models of fatigue provide new hypotheses to test, they also raise a number of questions. The primary purpose of this essay is to examine the predictions of three recently proposed models of fatigue, the overlap and differences between them, and the evidence from diseases that may lend support to the models of fatigue. I also present expansions for the sensory attenuation model of fatigue. Further questions examined here are the following: What are the neural substrates of fatigue? How can sensory attenuation, which underpins agency also explain fatigue? Are fatigue and agency related?
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We hence perceive a primary law of fatigue and of sensation, namely that their intensity is not at all proportional to the intensity of the external cause that produces them.

—Angelo Mosso, La Fatica, 1891

The notion that a stimulus for fatigue is subject to the laws of perception, that is, the stimulus can be amplified or attenuated, is an important observation. It implies a role for the brain, an organ of perception, in fatigue. More than a hundred years on, we acknowledge the role of brain in fatigue; however, how the brain generates an experience of fatigue in the apparent absence of a stimulus, as seen in pathological fatigue, is far from clear.

Fatigue, the Cinderella of Affective Symptoms

Chronic, irreversible fatigue is a distressing symptom in several neurological conditions (Chaudhuri and Behan 2004; Penner and Paul 2017), yet until recently very little was known about what might cause such fatigue. A key reason being fatigue co-occurs with a wide variety of other affective symptoms and consequently thought to be a secondary symptom. Failure of treatments targeting the supposed primary problem to reduce fatigue lead to the gradual realization that fatigue is a primary problem driven by partially independent mechanisms. The strongest evidence for fatigue being independent comes from the lack of effect of antidepressants on fatigue, with some making fatigue worse. Moreover, almost everyone who suffers from depression, chronic pain, or sleep disturbances report fatigue, but a significant number with fatigue do not present with other problems. This raises a very important question that impacts on how we investigate and treat fatigue—Is fatigue a single construct? Is there more than one form of fatigue? Although fatigue is multidimensional, possibly requiring multiple strategies to combat it, the notion of a common mechanism underpinned by dysfunction in a fundamental property of brain processing is nevertheless conceivable. This is best captured by the definition proposed by Chaudhuri and Behan (2004), who describe fatigue as “a feeling arising from difficulty in initiation of or sustaining voluntary effort.” Here the focus is on voluntary effort without reference to domain specificity, therefore, be it fatigue triggered by physical or cognitive effort, effort is the common denominator, thereby any changes in effort related processing will result in fatigue. Although a common mechanism may drive fatigue, any application of common frameworks for purposes of intervention must take into account the multidimensional nature of fatigue as captured by fatigue questionnaires measuring physical, cognitive, and psychosocial dimensions of fatigue (Hewlett and others 2011), with a detailed discussion of the many dimensions
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of fatigue found elsewhere (Christensen and others 2008; Flinn and Stube 2010; Hagelin and others 2009; Joyner 2016; Whitehead and others 2016).

Several new models of pathological fatigue have emerged in the last decade—the sensory attenuation model of fatigue (SAF; Kuppuswamy 2017), the metacognitive theory of dyshomeostasis and fatigue (Stephan and others 2016) and inhibitory sensitization model of fatigue (Tanaka and others 2013). These new theoretical frameworks of fatigue are not completely new concepts, but existing principles of brain function have been repurposed to explain the emergence of fatigue. With this arises the questions—Can we then identify neural substrates of fatigue as predicted by these models? Do we have corroborating evidence from diseases in support of the new models of fatigue? This essay address these questions, after laying out the fundamentals of the three frameworks, discussing the convergences and divergences of the models and presenting an expansion of the SAF framework. Repurposing principles of brain function to explain fatigue also gives rise to another set of questions. What is the relationship between the behavior/experience which the principles were originally developed to explain, and fatigue? Sensory attenuation is a key phenomenon that underlies the sense of agency; therefore, how are fatigue and sense of agency related? I discuss the implications of a common driving principle and conclude with new directions of research for mechanistic understanding of fatigue.

Models of Pathological Fatigue

Dyshomeostasis is the presumed cause of fatigue, both in health and disease. During exercise, increase in respiratory and heart rate increases metabolic demand, rising the core body temperature, drawing into action the temperature regulation systems (Ament and Verkerke 2009). With continued exercise, peripheral and central changes (Taylor and others 2016) lead to high perceived effort, task failure, and fatigue when homeostatic balance can no longer be maintained. In disease, the primary trigger is inflammation setting into motion a cascade of molecular and cellular events in the brain and the periphery. Effects of inflammation on dopaminergic (Felger and Miller 2012) and glutamate transport systems (Dantzer and others 2014; Haroon and others 2017; Rönnbäck and Hansson 2004) result in sickness behavior of loss of appetite, fatigue/anergia, and social withdrawal. Such behaviors are acute and reversible with removal of trigger. In some diseases which present with chronic inflammation, the continued presence of inflammatory cytokines may explain fatigue in the long term. But in some other diseases where prolonged inflammation is present such as multiple sclerosis (MS), there is no clear relationship between fatigue and inflammation (Chalah and Ayache 2018; Patejdl and others 2016). In diseases such as stroke and traumatic brain injury, where there is little long-term inflammation, fatigue is a significant chronic problem and although inflammation is predictive of early fatigue, is unrelated to long-term fatigue (Ormstad and others 2011; Shetty and others 2019; Su and others 2014; Wu and others 2015). To explain such prolonged fatigue, functional neural network dysfunction has been invoked, with three recent models being proposed.

The SAF framework (De Doncker and others 2018; Kuppuswamy 2017; Kuppuswamy and others 2015) is based on the principles of predictive processing. Here, greater attention afforded to interoceptive input due to repeated unfulfilled predictions, results in a reduction in allostatic self-efficacy, with poor allostatic self-efficacy being the basis of fatigue. The central sensitization model proposes that excessive activation of excitatory systems result in sensitization of the inhibitory systems resulting in a constant alarm signal indicating the need to rest and thereby an experience of fatigue (Tanaka and others 2013).

I first present the predictions of the SAF framework and its implications for motor, visual, and auditory processing, followed by a comparison of the 3 models.

### Terminology and Definition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminology</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensory attenuation</td>
<td>A property of the brain that allows for distinction between self and externally generated stimuli by attenuating the sensory consequences of self-generated motor commands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeostasis</td>
<td>A state wherein an organism is capable of maintaining a stable internal environment in the face of changing external environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoception</td>
<td>A sense of the internal state of the body, specifically organs that are normally not under volitional control such as the heart, lungs and gut.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>Belief in ability to fulfil predictions (I can do that), this includes both nonconscious (those held by the brain) and conscious beliefs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense of agency</td>
<td>A sense of control over consequences of an action (I did do that).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sensory Attenuation and Motor Effort Perception

When one moves, one does not explicitly experience the many brain computations involved in smooth execution of movement. But what is consciously perceived is a
sense of effort assigned to a muscular contraction. Several elegant studies have shown that perceived effort can be altered by manipulating either afferent sensory input from the muscles (Bridgeman 2005; Brooks and others 2013; Gandevia 1982; Lafargue and others 2003; Luu and others 2011; Sanes and Shadmehr 1995), or disrupting sensory predictions (efferent; de Morree and others 2012; Slobounov and others 2004; Takarada and others 2014; Zénon and others 2015), which leads us to conclude that perceived effort (in a muscular contraction, the fundamental requirement for a physical action) is the psychophysical output of the process that integrates afferent input and sensory predictions. Sensory attenuation, a process wherein predicted sensory input is attenuated, and is implicated in motor control, has thus been proposed to underpin perceived effort. The SAF proposes that the gain of movement-induced sensory prediction errors is the basis of effort perception and high gain, or, poor sensory suppression explains high effort perception, a primary experience of fatigue (Kuppuswamy 2017). We recently showed that trait fatigue, but not state fatigue, positively correlated with perceived effort in low-force isometric grip, but not in the high-force conditions (De Doncker and others 2020b). The correlation with trait but not state fatigue suggests that fatigue on the day of testing was not driving the report of high effort. Moreover, a lack of correlation in higher force levels further substantiates SAF, as sensory attenuation holds true only in low force contractions. In MS, M1–S1 connectivity is compromised during an isometric grip task (Dell’Acqua and others 2010; Tecchio and others 2008), with such compromise being reflected in fatigue levels rather than movement execution parameters. Moreover, those with greater fatigue also showed greater increase in cortico-muscular coherence (synchronization frequency) in a fatigability paradigm, possibly reflecting increasing gain of prediction errors as muscle fatigue sets in Tomasevic and others (2013). Such greater increase could be driven by compromised M1–S1 connectivity seen in high-fatigue patients. Evidence thus far strongly favors the SAF framework to explain greater motor perceived effort in fatigue.

**Sensory Attenuation and Visual Effort Perception**

Unlike motor tasks where muscular activation per se entails experience of effort, activation of the visual end organs generally does not require much effort, with effort in visual tasks associated with attentional demands or task complexity. In fatigue, simple visual tasks are effortful and tiring, even in the absence of attentional demands and any obvious deficits such as ptosis or hemianopia. SAF predicts that greater effort perception in simple visual tasks is likely a psychophysical output of altered oculomotor control rather than deficits in high-order cognitive function. Oculomotor activation gives rise to motor corollaries inducing a suppression of visual input leading to a stable image despite movement of the eyes. This phenomenon of saccadic suppression is robust and a very well-studied phenomenon (Brooks and Cullen 2019). In SAF, the gain of movement-induced sensory prediction errors is the basis of effort perception and high gain, or, poor sensory suppression explains high effort perception (Kuppuswamy 2017). In this view, a poor eye movement–induced suppression of visual input may result in high perceived effort. In visual fixation, micro-saccades prevent decay of retinal image (Engbert 2006) and lack of sensory suppression during micro-saccades may also contribute to high-effort perception. Large, micro, and other kinds of saccades such as voluntary, reflexive, antisaccades are all susceptible to disease processes (Willard and Lueck 2014) and significant oculomotor disturbances are seen in major neurological diseases where fatigue is a symptom such as MS (Ferreira and others 2017; Finke and others 2012), stroke (Dong and others 2013), and Parkinson’s disease (Helmchen and others 2012; Linder and others 2012). Reduced peak velocity, increased latency, and smaller amplitudes of saccades is seen in MS fatigue (Ferreira and others 2017; Finke and others 2012) and is thought to be sensitive markers of fatigue. In stroke, patients with no hemianopia or gaze palsy showed abnormal saccade parameters that did not correlate with motor, sensory, or cognitive dysfunction (Dong and others 2013), perhaps it is a marker of fatigue? Similarly, in Parkinson’s disease abnormal saccades do not track disease severity, progression, rigidity, tremor, or bradykinesia (Helmchen and others 2012; Linder and others 2012). Evidence strongly suggests saccadic abnormalities relate to fatigue, and qualitative studies show that greater visual effort (self-report) is a significant feature of fatigue (Barbour and Mead 2012; Whitehead and others 2016). In a sample of 117 chronic stroke survivors, about 40% reported visual abnormalities that were not a clinically diagnosed visual deficit, but related to how vision had changed poststroke, mostly with reference to perceiving visual stimuli. Interestingly, the average fatigue levels of those with self-reported visual perceptual disturbances was significantly higher than those without (unpublished observations from our stroke database cohort). Other quantitative evidence comes from studies that investigate subjective cognitive impairments, where cognitive impairments include information processing, executive functioning, and memory. As a large part of cognitive processing includes visual processing, the subjective measure could partly be a measure of visual effort. In stroke, there appears to be a relationship between negative affect and subjective cognitive impairment; however, no relationship with fatigue (Lamb and others 2013). In
MS, presence of fatigue may influence subjective cognitive impairment scores such that the link between subjective and objective measures of cognitive impairment are severed (Hughes and others 2019). Interactions between visual effort and fatigue needs to systematically investigated to test the predictions of SAF framework (Fig. 1).

**Sensory Attenuation and Auditory Effort Perception**

Similar to the visual system, auditory effort is normally associated with higher order cognitive functions such as attention, speech, and language comprehension (Peelle 2018). In contrast to the visual system, the auditory system is not a directional system in humans; we do not move our ears to hear a sound from a particular location in the same way as we move our eyes to see a target. Lack of a specialized “otomotor” system means a phenomenon similar to saccadic suppression does not explain effort perception in the auditory system. However, a principal idea of SAF is that suppression of self-generated sensory information is the basis of effort perception. Previous work shows that movement-induced sound modulation is robust (Reznik and Mukamel 2019). Self-generated sound refers to speech, or sounds produced by other moving body parts like pressing a button that emits a sound. Physiologically, self-generated auditory evoked potentials are attenuated and is mediated by the motor cortex and supplementary motor area (Reznik and others 2015b). Perceptually, the loudness can either be enhanced or attenuated with low sounds being amplified and high sounds being attenuated (Reznik and others 2015a).

Could poor movement-induced modulation of self-generated sounds explain fatigue? Although a possibility, it does not account for extreme fatigue when simply being (not interacting) in a noisy environment. This experience is suggestive of sensory overload unrelated to self-generated auditory input. Animal studies show that the motor system acts as a filter for auditory input irrespective of causality between motor action and auditory input. In mice, sounds that coincide with animal movement (and not triggered by the movement) is related to reduced sound-evoked local field potentials when compared to sounds presented at rest (Rummell and others 2016; Zhou and others 2014). The presence of anatomical connectivity between secondary motor areas and auditory association areas in mice (Nelson and others 2013; Schneider and others 2014) and nonhuman primates (Petrides and Pandya 2002) allows for the possibility of motor related suppression of auditory input. Therefore, SAF framework’s prediction of suppression of self-generated sounds as the basis of auditory effort perception must be altered to include suppression of all auditory input during motor cortex activation. Such poor auditory suppression may also directly stress the motor system by having to increase corticospinal output. Audio and visual distractors produce covert startle like response with greater cortico-muscular coherence required to maintain steady corticospinal output (Piitulainen and others 2015). Therefore, the lack of movement-induced auditory suppression might also make movement feel more effortful. In disease, the p3a component of auditory evoked potentials, a marker of higher order attentional orientation, is depressed and has longer latency in Parkinson’s fatigue (Pauletti and others 2019), while in MS fatigue the latency is shortened (Sandroni and others 1992). Both studies explicitly focused on later components (P3) of ERP; however, on closer examination of the raw data, earlier components (C1, P1, N1) normally associated with perception and sensory processing also appear altered. Direct evidence

![Figure 1. An illustration of the predictions of SAF (sensory attenuation model of fatigue) in visual processing: When viewing an image the eye scans the image by making several quick movements (saccades) to different parts of the image. As these eye movements are predicted (green arrow), the incoming sensory information (red arrow) during movement is suppressed, eliminating movement induced blurring of image and resulting in a stable image, known as saccadic suppression. SAF predicts that such movement induced suppression of visual information is lost (pink cross) resulting in visual processing becoming a high effort activity, eventually resulting in fatigue.](image-url)
is needed to corroborate the predictions of SAF framework for auditory effort perception.

A Comparison of the Models of Fatigue

In this section, we identify commonalities and divergences of the SAF framework, the metacognitive theory of dyshomeostasis and central sensitization model (Fig. 2).

**Chronicity**

While acute fatigue is a helpful indicator of an organism’s physical, cognitive, and emotional state, chronic fatigue is detrimental and it is important that any theory of chronic fatigue clearly identifies and discusses the origins of chronicity. SAF proposes that fatigue is maintained by continued altered sensorimotor interactions that underpins effort perception. The metacognitive theory explains chronicity as being triggered by dyshomeostasis, with repeated unfulfilled predictions resulting in reduced self-efficacy that continues after restoration of homeostasis. The central sensitization theory alludes to dysfunctional brain inhibitory mechanisms that continues long after the excitatory systems return to their normal state. While SAF and sensitization models both refer to dysfunction of relatively lower order brain function such as effort perception and alertness to explain chronicity, the metacognitive theory relies on dysfunction of higher order metacognitive dysfunction.

**External versus Internal Environment**

A critical point of difference between the three theories is their differential focus on processing of information originating from outside or inside the body. The metacognitive and sensitization models focus on the internal environment and propose that fatigue is an experience of the internal state of the body. In contrast, SAF almost exclusively focusses on processing of information from the external environment. In acute fatigue, both internal and external information processing is altered. Loss of appetite, lack of motivation, reduced alertness relate to processing of internal stimuli while increased sensitivity to light and sound relate to external stimuli, with greater effort perception being associated with both internal and external stimuli. The metacognitive and sensitization models have dyshomeostasis as their fundamental premise of fatigue, focusing on metacognitive dysfunction and imbalance between the excitatory and inhibitory brain networks. Although neither theory speaks of high effort perception, a consequence of both dysfunctions is altered effort perception, a significant feature of fatigue. Altered effort perception, although influenced by the internal state of the body, SAF is mainly dependent on processing of external stimuli. For the special case of muscular effort perception where cardiovascular and respiratory modulators are the classical interoceptive elements, SAF predicts the processing of muscular afferent sensory information (the nonclassical interoceptive elements) has a greater role to play in altered muscular effort perception.

**Conscious Awareness**

Fatigue is an experience; therefore, an inference and any process that contributes to fatigue must either be responsible for, or be closely linked to processes that underlie conscious awareness. In this view, the sensitization theory is unclear as to how altered inhibitory control results in fatigue, whereas the metacognitive and SAF models both explain how an experience of fatigue comes about, with SAF suggesting altered perception (metacognitive processing) of exteroceptive sensory information and the metacognitive theory alluding to altered perception of interoceptive information as the basis of fatigue.

**Does Evidence from Diseases Support the Models of Fatigue?**

Is there direct experimental evidence in support of the models of fatigue? No. Nevertheless, results of fatigue related investigations in disease states can be understood from the viewpoint of the proposed models. Here I consider evidence from three major neurological diseases.
Poststroke Fatigue

The vascular origins of stroke largely determines the pattern of deficits seen in stroke, with no particular vascular territory favoring the development of fatigue (Cumming and others 2016; Cumming and others 2018; Mead and others 2011). This favors a distributed network of brain regions that spans across different vascular territories that explains fatigue. The SAF framework posits that such a distributed network must be one that underpins perception of effort and work from my lab supports this notion. We showed that higher perceived effort explained greater trait fatigue (De Doncker and others 2020b) but not state fatigue, that is, the fatigue state at the time of task performance, indicating that such high perceived effort was not a consequence of fatigue but instead a driver of fatigue. Furthermore, a reduction in fatigue was accompanied by a reduction in perception of effort (De Doncker and others 2020c). The two investigations taken together support the notion of altered effort perception drives pathological fatigue. Modafinil, a drug that interferes with reuptake of dopamine transporters, showed beneficial effects on fatigue in one study (Brioschi and others 2009) but not in another (Poulsen and others 2015). A more recent randomized controlled trial showed that modafinil is effective in reducing fatigue in some stroke survivors (Bivard and others 2017) with lower baseline functional connectivity between ipsilesional dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and contralesional thalamus and caudate predicting greater gains in fatigue reduction (Visser and others 2019). Dopamine significantly increases the willingness to expend effort for a given reward (Kurniawan and others 2010; Kurniawan and others 2011; Salamone and others 2016). However, there are no investigations addressing the effect of dopamine on effort perception. Could it be that dopamine-induced willingness to expend effort is due to a reduction in perception of effort (see later for discussion about dopamine and effort perception)? Or is it a result of greater reward affinity? If dopamine-induced change in effort-based decision making is mediated by altered effort perception, dopamine-induced reduction in fatigue is further evidence in support of the SAF framework.

Dopamine may act by influencing interoceptive networks with resulting change in allostatic self-efficacy as proposed by the metacognitive framework in relation to how dopamine may alleviate MS fatigue (Manjaly and others 2019). Dopaminergic system is an excitatory system and dopamine is unlikely to act by turning off overactivated inhibitory systems of the brain, thereby rejecting the inhibitory hypothesis of fatigue. However, neurophysiological investigations may provide some support for the inhibitory hypothesis of fatigue. Noninvasive brain stimulation studies show that higher the fatigue, lower is the motor cortical excitability at rest (Kuppuswamy and others 2015a), possibly reflecting greater underlying cortical inhibition. Not only is motor cortex excitability diminished at rest, but there is lesser pre-movement inhibition in fatigue (De Doncker and others 2020a). The state of excitability of the motor cortex prior to a movement is thought to be influenced by the level of uncertainty associated with the upcoming movement (Bestmann and Duque 2016; Bestmann and others 2008), with lesser inhibition associated with lesser uncertainty. In fatigue, the presence of lesser pre-movement inhibition may indicate a mismatch between true and predicted uncertainty associated with the upcoming task, leading to greater uncertainty and high perceived effort as proposed by SAF framework. Overall, based on the current state of evidence in poststroke fatigue the SAF framework has the most support, although it must be pointed out that, to date, there have been no prospectively designed investigations to address metacognitive experience of dyshomeostasis or overactive inhibition in poststroke fatigue.

Multiple Sclerosis

This demyelinating disease has a very high prevalence of fatigue that is unrelated to disease burden of white matter lesion load and progression of disease (Ghajarzadeh and others 2013). Unlike stroke, the active disease process occurs over prolonged periods of time with inflammation being a large part of this process. The link between inflammation and fatigue is well-known and therefore the association between fatigue and hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis function, central and peripheral inflammation have been addressed by several investigations (Akcali and others 2017; Gottschalk and others 2005; Heesen and others 2006). Surprisingly, very little inflammation associated processes explain fatigue in MS patients. On the other hand, emerging evidence from behavioral, neuroimaging and neurophysiological studies in MS fatigue suggests a neural network-level dysfunction that maintains long-term fatigue (Buyukturkoglu and others 2017; Chalah and others 2015; Engström and others 2013; Fiene and others 2018; Hidalgo de la Cruz and others 2017; Palotai and others 2019; Pravatà and others 2016; Shangyan and others 2018; Thickbroom and others 2006). Behaviorally, patients report lesser perceived effort (Heller and others 2016) with steeper fatigue-modulated increase in perceived effort in repeated tasks (Thickbroom and others 2006) supporting the SAF framework. Altered structural and functional connectivity at rest and during task performance also implicates several effort related brain regions. There is greater white matter microstructural damage in the cingulo-postcommissural-straito-thalamic, ventromedial prefronto-postcommissural-striatal, and temporo-insular...
circuits in high fatigue, independent of total white matter lesion load (Palotai and others 2019). The regions include both subcortical sensorimotor integration areas and circuitry implicated in interoception lending support to both the SAF and dyshomeostasis hypotheses.

In resting state magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies, higher fatigue show greater frontostriatal connectivity, with increased connectivity between thalamus and sensorimotor cortex, and decreased connectivity with the insular cortex (Hidalgo de la Cruz and others 2017) implicating both sensorimotor and interoceptive circuitry. A resting state EEG (electroencephalogram) study showed a greater coherence in the beta band activity in the tempo-parietal network with greater fatigue (Buyukturkoglu and others 2017). Beta band activity is classically associated with motor execution and this motor-related resting state abnormality in fatigue suggests that despite no overt motor deficits, motor readiness may be altered in fatigue. While studies at rest showed that fatigue is primarily associated with networks involved in effort (scaling of physical effort) and in perception (both interoception and exteroception) such as the cortico-striato-thalamic circuit, cingulate, insular and parietal cortices; task-related studies showed that attentional networks are additionally modulated in fatigability protocols (Engström and others 2013; Spiteri and others 2019). Greater time on task was related to increased connectivity between superior frontal gyrus and temporal, frontal, and occipital lobes and subcortical structures such as the caudate in the high-fatigue group (Pravatà and others 2016). Therefore, while fatigue is mostly associated with altered perception, fatigability may primarily be a problem of greater demand on attentional resources.

There is an attenuation of pre-movement inhibition associated with greater MS fatigue (Morgante and others 2019), which can be similarly interpreted as with post-stroke fatigue. Interventions targeting sensorimotor networks reduces fatigue (Cancelli and others 2018; Ferrucci and others 2014; Porcaro and others 2019; Tecchio and others 2014; Tecchio and others 2015); however, targeting the prefrontal and parietal attentional regions do not reduce fatigue (Ayache and Chalah 2018). Moreover, it has been shown that targeting the hand motor area (a standard target for motor cortex tDCS [transcranial direct current stimulation] interventions) is not effective in reducing fatigue (Ferrucci and others 2014; Tecchio and others 2015), while individualized anodal tDCS targeting whole body sensory cortex significantly reduces fatigue (Cancelli and others 2018; Tecchio and others 2014; Tecchio and others 2015). Such reduction appears to be via normalization of abnormal resting state intraregional connectivity within sensory cortex seen in high fatigue, specifically in the dominant hemisphere (Porcaro and others 2019). Previous findings of abnormal connectivity in dominant hemisphere is MS (Tecchio and others 2008), taken together with marked improvement in fatigue relating to connectivity changes in the dominant hemisphere suggests fatigue in MS is driven by network level dysfunction specifically in the sensory networks, lending strong support to the SAF model of fatigue. Modafinil also significantly reduced fatigue in MS patients (Shangyan and others 2018), supporting the dopamine dyshomeostasis theory, an influential neurochemical theory of fatigue (Dantzer and others 2014). Although dopamine’s role in fatigue has been explored from the perspective of reward-related motivation (Dantzer and others 2014; Dobryakova and others 2015) and interoceptive processing (Manjaly and others 2019), later in this article I discuss how dopamine’s role in sensory processing may be congruent with SAF predictions. Therefore, converging evidence from structural, functional, and interventional studies suggest that long-term maintenance of fatigue may be via poor sensory attenuation as hypothesized by the SAF framework. However, circuitry that are involved in exteroception are also implicated in interoception, and future work must aim to dissociate the roles of common circuitry in the various types of perception, so that sensible therapeutic targets can be developed.

**Parkinson’s Disease**

Parkinson’s disease is a dopamine-responsive neurodegenerative disease that falls within the cluster of basal ganglia disorders characterized by distinctive motor deficits, with fatigue being a significant nonmotor symptom (Kluger 2017; Siciliano and others 2018) and severity of fatigue is unrelated to disease severity and motor deficits. A key pathology of Parkinson’s is the reduced availability of dopamine which responds to drugs that boost dopamine availability reducing motor symptoms. Then, why do dopaminergic drugs fail to alleviate fatigue (Elbers and others 2015)? Maybe fatigue is more strongly driven by network level dysfunction and not availability of a specific neurotransmitter. While direct evidence of altered effort perception is not available, studies investigating higher order cognitive dysfunction in fatigue may provide some support. In drug-naïve Parkinson’s patients, greater fatigue related to lower visuospatial perceptual ability (Kluger and others 2017) may possibly influence visual effort. Greater fatigue was also related to diminished auditory evoked potentials which may contribute to greater effort perception as discussed elsewhere in this article (Pauletti and others 2019).

At rest, higher fatigue related to reduced metabolic activity in the insula and superior temporal gyrus, greater activity in the posterior cingulate cortex, with altered connectivity between insula and somatosensory cortex, thalamus, motor, temporal, parietal, and prefrontal
ALTERED STRIATAL ACTIVITY AND CONNECTIVITY AT REST, SO HEAVILY IMPLICATED IN FATIGUE IN BOTH MS AND STROKE, IS CONSPICUOUSLY ABSENT FROM PARKINSON’S RESTING STATE FATIGUE STUDIES POSSIBLY DUE TO NOT DIFFERENTIATING BETWEEN LEVELS OF DISEASE SEVERITY. A PET (POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY) STUDY SHOWED THAT NIGROSTRIATAL DOPAMINERGIC INNERVATION PREDICTED FATIGUE ONLY IN MILD DISEASE BUT NOT IN MODERATE TO SEVERE DISEASE (CHOU AND OTHERS 2016). FURTHERMORE, GRAY MATTER VOLUME IN BOTH CAUDATE AND PUTAMEN WAS CORRELATED WITH FATIGUE LEVELS (KLUGER AND OTHERS 2019). DESPITE STRUCTURAL INVESTIGATIONS IMPLICATING BASAL GANGLIA IN FATIGUE, FUNCTIONAL STUDIES DO NOT. THIS COULD BE A REFLECTION OF FATIGUE IN PARKINSON’S BEING TRIGGERED BY THE DISEASE PATHOLOGY, AND YET MAINTENANCE OF FATIGUE LONG TERM INVOLVES OTHER FUNCTIONAL CIRCUITS. VISUAL PERCEPTUAL ABNORMALITIES AND NEURAL ACTIVITY CENTERED ON SENSORIMOTOR NEURAL STRUCTURES MAY SUPPORT THE SAF FRAMEWORK; HOWEVER, INTEROCEPTIVE ABNORMALITIES CANNOT BE Ruled OUT. THERE HAVE BEEN NO SYSTEMATIC INVESTIGATIONS LINKING AUTONOMIC OR METACOGNITIVE DYSFUNCTION AND FATIGUE.

DOPAMINE AND FATIGUE

While network-level dysfunction in fatigue is the focus of this article, given the inextricable role of dopamine to many of the network-level dysfunction discussed here, I briefly describe how dopamine dyshomeostasis hypothesis of fatigue maybe in line with the network-level dysfunction of fatigue. Dopamine is a neuromodulatory monoamine, largely originating in the midbrain, with extensive cortical and subcortical distribution and a primary function of reward-related signaling in frontostriatal circuitry. In reward-based choice tasks, dopaminergic activity signals if the effort is worth the reward, thereby encoding the worth of reward. This, along with the effectiveness of dopamine in modulating fatigue in disease conditions, suggests dopamine may reduce fatigue by altering how an effort is perceived given a fixed reward. While the idea of dopamine-induced change in perceived effort fits the SAF framework, dopamine’s role in altering reward value (increased motivation) may not be in line with SAF predictions; however, a lesser studied role of dopamine in sensory perception (Jacob and Nienborg 2018; Perelmuter and others 2019; Valdés-Baizabal and others 2020; Yousif and others 2016) may explain altered perception. Animal studies show that dopamine directly impacts on perception of visual, auditory, and somatosensory stimuli, specifically, the effect of dopamine on signal-to-noise ratio in auditory discrimination tasks lends itself to explaining fatigue-related altered perception in the context of SAF. A third possible method of action could be by altering affect but not the sensation of fatigue. It has been seen that depletion of dopamine precursors can reduce the unpleasantness of a pain stimulus without changing the sensation of pain (Tiemann and others 2014). Similar mechanisms may play a role in fatigue, but this is yet to be confirmed.

WHERE, AND HOW IS THE BRAIN INVOLVED IN FATIGUE GENERATION?

In this section, I focus on the neural origins of fatigue as predicted by the SAF framework. Perception of effort has been largely studied in the motor system, in the context of a motor task or repetition of a motor task, where both peripheral and central factors contribute to perceived effort (Fig. 3). The influence of peripheral factors has been investigated using several methods including sensory afferent blocks, tendon vibration, and exercise-induced changes in afferent input, while maintaining the motor output. Such peripheral factors and their role in effort perception have been reviewed extensively elsewhere (Cos 2017; Lafargue and Franck 2009; Lafargue and others 2003; Lafargue and others 2006; Philbeck and...
Witt 2015; Prosk and Allen 2019; Salamone and others 2016). Here, the focus is on brain regions whose activity underpin effort perception, the anatomical connectivity of these regions and the architectural features that allow for alteration of gain, a key requirement for a psychophysical experience, such as effort perception. Understanding functional activity in light of the structural substrate and its architecture will help us speculate on the key central generator(s) and modulators of effort perception.

**Neural Correlates of Effort Perception**

Effort and its subjective value, role in decision making, interaction with reward, impact on motor performance, and representation in the brain are very well studied (Cos 2017; de Morree and others 2014; Hogan and others 2019; Klein-Flügge and others 2015; Kurniawan and others 2010; Kurniawan and others 2011; Kurniawan and others 2013; Westbrook and others 2019). However, very few studies have focused on the brain correlates of self-reported effort, that is, effort perception. The few that have, use a motor task to manipulate effort levels, with one study focusing on cognitive effort. The role of motor cortex in perception of effort has been delineated from its role in motor output in an EEG study where the early components of motor related cortical potentials (MRCP) track perceived effort but not the actual motor force output(Slobounov and others 2004). Motor corollaries thought to have a role in sensory predictions maybe reflected in the early components of MRCP. Motor cortex “lesion” studies show that disrupting motor cortex results in a performance change in a task that relies on perceived effort (Takarada and others 2014), although a direct measure of perceived effort was not used. Moving further upstream, disruption of SMA significantly decreases perceived effort both in self-reported measures and performance based measure (Zénon and others 2015). Involvement of sensory and higher order integration areas in fatigue was seen in a study where visual feedback was used to manipulate perceived effort while motor performance was maintained constant. They showed that while effort perception did not track changes in heart rate and oxygen consumption, which more closely reflected the motor output, greater effort perception was associated with increased activation of right thalamus and insula and a decrease with reduced anterior cingulate cortex and left insula activation (Williamson and others 2001). A study evaluating both task difficulty and perceived effort in a cognitive task showed that the left anterior insula, inferior frontal gyrus, thalamus, the right inferior parietal sulcus, bilateral occipital gyrus, and the left superior temporal sulcus were all more active during evaluation of effort perception than during task difficulty evaluation. Task difficulty evaluation additionally activated several regions of the basal ganglia (Otto and others 2014). Taken together, the brain regions whose activity co-varies with effort perception include the sensorimotor cortices, thalamus, anterior insula, superior temporal sulcus/gyrus, anterior cingulate cortex, inferior frontal gyrus, and inferior parietal lobe. These effort perception-associated brain regions significantly overlap with regions implicated in pathological fatigue, as discussed earlier. Additional areas related to fatigue but not effort perception are posterior cingulate cortex, caudate, and putamen, whose role in fatigue is yet to be explained.

Brain areas whose activity tracks self-reported effort levels can be classified into four categories. Sensory processing and integration areas (thalamus, superior temporal gyrus), ventral attentional regions (inferior parietal lobe, inferior frontal gyrus, and anterior insula), interoceptive and awareness areas (anterior insula and anterior cingulate cortex), and modality specific representations (sensorimotor cortex, SMA, and occipital cortex). While neural networks involved in effort perception is task-dependent, there may yet be task-independent contributors to effort perception. There is no direct evidence for this claim; however, neuronal architecture and connectivity might suggest this. The thalamus is a major sensory processing hub of the brain where all sensory input, except olfaction, converge on entry into the central nervous system. The thalamus has extensive cortical, and cerebellar projections, and while once thought of as simply a sensory relay station, we now know that complex sensory gating and modulation of sensory gain occurs within the thalamus (Halassa and Sherman 2019; Sherman 2017). The synaptic architecture of thalamic neurons with multiple inputs synapsing on to the dendrites of the output neurons, some with modulatory GABAergic projections, makes the thalamus a strong candidate region for gain modulation of incoming sensory information. Modulatory GABAergic inputs include projections from the basal ganglia, a structure heavily implicated in encoding motor vigor (Bolam and others 2000). With its property of gain modulation the thalamus has a significant role in effort perception, irrespective of the nature of task involved. The basal ganglia with its known role in motor effort representation may be involved in effort perception in motor tasks; however, its anatomical connectivity to other higher order sensory cortices, along with its close connections to the thalamus, may suggest a role outside of motor effort perception.

The insula, with its role in awareness of internal state of the body is likely to play a role in effort perception by signaling the homeostatic state of body, especially in conditions such as exercise induced state of exhaustion. However, beyond homeostatic signaling, the extensive connectivity of posterior insula with posterior temporal,
The parietal, and sensorimotor areas (Craig 2009; Uddin and others 2017) and its role in exteroception suggests the insula may also inform effort perception by exteroceptive sensory processing. Another medial cortical structure with extensive anatomical connectivity is the anterior cingulate cortex (Heilbronner and Hayden 2016) that subserves higher order cognitive functions may inform effort perception by signaling high complexity and sustained attentional needs. Other cortical regions implicated include the superior temporal gyrus and sulcus, inferior frontal gyrus, and inferior parietal lobe. The STG is a multisensory integration area with roles in auditory processing alongside language comprehension and complex behavioral traits (Beauchamp 2005; Friederici 2011) suggesting contribution to effort perception specifically when task requirements are complex. The inferior frontal gyrus with its long range connections to the frontal, temporal, and parietal cortices (Briggs and others 2019), along with the inferior parietal lobe and neighboring superior temporal regions, form the ventral attentional network commonly thought to be involved in bottom-up attention. This indicates that stimulus driven processes are significant for effort perception irrespective of higher order task complexity.

The role of higher order sensorimotor regions in effort perception can be inferred from the perspective of SAF framework, as regions that generate sensory predictions that are essential for modulation of ascending prediction errors, the process whose psychophysical output is effort perception. To summarize, the regions implicated during effort perception includes those that are involved in stimulus driven sensory processing, those that set sensory gain and other regions involved in higher order attention, executive function, and homeostatic inference. The regions involved in bottom-up sensory processing and higher order sensory areas that set top-down gain can been seen as the primary network generating effort perception, with attentional, executive, and homeostatic regions being secondary, task-specific top-down modulators of effort perception. As for pathological fatigue, the SAF framework predicts that fatigue is a result of greater effort perception driven by poor sensory attenuation, attributed to either incorrect sensory predictions or abnormal ascending predictor errors. Evidence thus far from health and disease suggest there is a significant overlap between areas implicated in effort perception and fatigue with interventional paradigms supporting the SAF framework; however, these studies do no exclude fatigue from being an attentional or higher order executive disorder or indeed a disorder of homeostasis.

**Sensory Attenuation, Sense of Agency, Effort, and Fatigue**

A key question that arises in relation to the SAF framework of pathological fatigue is—How does poor sensory attenuation, a fundamental deficit seen in disorders of agency compatible with the idea of such deficit also underlying fatigue (Fig. 4)? Do those with agency...
disorders also exhibit fatigue? Is there any evidence for alterations in sense of agency in those with fatigue? The classic case of altered sense of agency is seen in schizophrenia where patients often attribute sensory consequences to an external agent (Brown and others 2013). To experience a sense of agency, one must have a feeling of exerting control over an action, and hence perceiving exertion or effort perception plays an important role, with greater effort being associated with higher sense of agency (Chambon and others 2014). In schizophrenia it is thought that changes in effort perception might underlie distortion of agency, explained by a partial or total absence of sensory predictions (Lafargue and Franck 2009). Another group of disorders where there is altered sense of agency that has been attributed to poor sensory attenuation is functional neurological disorders (Edwards and others 2013). Both schizophrenia and FND exhibit complex neurocognitive and affective symptoms including fatigue; however, fatigue is not the defining feature of the disorders. In those diseases where fatigue is a significant symptom, there is little evidence for alterations in agency; however, there have been reports of loss of control and the body being described as a heavy object, possibly delineating the body from the self (Whitehead and others 2016). Such experience has been seen in a wide variety of diseases including cancer, neurological illnesses, cardiovascular diseases, and neuromuscular disorders, suggesting these experiences are not disease specific, but a feature of long-standing fatigue. Specific deficits such as body heaviness that may interfere with experience of the physical self may contribute to the sense of agency. Body heaviness has previously been thought of as a result of poor sensory suppression of muscle afferent information arising from resting muscle tone (Kuppuswamy and others 2016). Whether this is a result of poor sensory predictions (descending) or prediction errors (ascending) is still an open question. In fact, the difference in reported symptomology of “external control” versus “body heaviness” may both be a result of poor sensory attenuation, but driven by different deficits, one by poor predictions and other by abnormal prediction errors. In this view, fatigue could be placed within the spectrum of agency disorders. Another typical behavior associated with fatigue is the greatly reduced amount of voluntary activity; however, it is unclear if this is a result of disturbance in volition per se or a fatigue induced reduction in motivation leading to reduced voluntary activity. Volition is inextricably linked to sense of agency, with intact sense of agency being a pre-requisite for volition (Chambon and others 2014; Kranick and Hallett 2013). If future studies in fatigue confirm a disturbance in volition, it further strengthens the idea of fatigue as a disorder of agency.

Conclusions

The need for research into pathological fatigue is at a tipping point, with increasing recognition of fatigue as a primary and significant problem both by patients and health care professionals, and the notion of fatigue being a significant risk factor for several mental health problems. However, research into pathological fatigue is still rudimentary with not enough evidence in support of an overarching fatigue mechanism(s) that can then form the basis of effective interventions. The last decade has seen the emergence of few mechanistic theories that attempt to explain the cause of fatigue that is irreversible and seemingly without a cause. These include the dyshomeostasis theories of interoceptive processing and overactivated inhibitory systems, and the sensory attenuation model of fatigue. While there is fragmented evidence across diseases that support the proposed theories, some more than others, robust large-scale studies spanning different conditions is absolutely vital. The evidence for brain-based mechanisms is greater in neurological conditions; however, it is important that brain-based mechanisms are explored in more depth in non-neurological conditions, to establish disease-independent mechanisms of fatigue. While homeostatic causes of fatigue have been implicitly agreed upon in years of fatigue research and fatigue management, the exteroceptive theory of poor sensory attenuation is a new perspective on fatigue, with some prospective observational and interventional studies providing solid evidence in neurological conditions. Crucially, this framework allows us to explain more of the defining features of chronic fatigue such as high perceived effort, greater exteroceptive sensitivity, loss of control, and altered bodily sense such as heaviness. Moreover, this framework is also useful to explain fatigue when there is little homeostatic cause for fatigue, as is the case with most long-term fatigue. With new theories laying the foundation for hereto unexplained aspects of pathological fatigue, new opportunities arise to understand fatigue across various diseases. Future fatigue research must focus on exploring exteroceptive sensory processing that underlie effort perception, as the primary cause of long-term maintenance of fatigue.
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